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ERCIs 

The Cell: 
Anatomy and Division 

Anatomy of the Composite Cell 

1. Define the following tems: 

itngcelular Structurt that pertorms 
Speahc fincthons ti/ the cell 

cell: Stuchural anad unchora/unt of al/ lg cels 

organelle: 

2. Although cells have differences that reflect their specific functions in the body, what funetions do they have in common? 

Mantan undaries, Pmetabolz reproduCe, grou, m0t dnd 
Tespond o Stmulaus 

3. Identiy the following cell parts: 

DIaMa YEmbtMNL 1. external boundary of cell: regulates flow of materials into and out of the cell; site of 

cell signaling 

ysO Sogne 
htochnaclca 
microull 
inclusions 

Golg1a.ppacaths 

2. contains digestive enzymes of many varieties; "suicide sac" of the cell 

3. scattered throughout the cel; major site of ATP synthesis 

4. slender extensions of the plasma membrane that increase its surface area 

5. storcd glycogcn granules, crystals, pigmcnts, and so on 

6. membranous system consisting of flattened sacs and vesicles; packages proteins for 

export 

hucleus 
Coniroles 

7. control center of the cell; necessary for cell division and cell life 

8. two rod-shaped bodies near the nucleus; associated with the formation of the mitotic 

spindle 

ucleolus 
merohlaneats 
RouGh EK 

Rbosomes 
Choahn Si3. threadlike structures in the nucleus; contain genetic material (DNA) 

Deroksome 14. site of free radical detoxificaion 

9. dense, darkly staining nuclear body: packaging site for ribosomes 

10. contractile elements of the cytoskeleton 

11. membranous system; involved in intracellular transport of proteins and synthesis of 
membrane lipids 

12. attached to membrane systems or scattered in the cytoplasm; site of protein synthesis 
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4In tbe (oilowng diagram. labei all parts perovided with a ieader ine 
Nuçleus 

Nudear enulopt Nucitolus 
Smoot 
Edog&sme 

rehelulum 
Cutsal 

NuClaar p0re 

Rudh endplosm c 
rehtulunn 

ysosome 
B.bosomes 

Lentroks 
Mccovilt Galqi Apontus 

mcrohubuk Mitochondion 
Intime5 frlameatS/ 

Vefoisome 
Differences and Similarities in Cell Structure 

5. For each of the following cell iypes. list (a) one importani structural characterisic observed in the laboraiory, and (b) the 
function that the structure complements or ensures. 

Cells ht clocely-togetthet 
lnung or Couenng issue 
haa taul or fHagellum 

QllowiSpermtU prapel tsell tn an z9 
Cels hde an eldagdte d shape 
long akus allows a greatkr degree of Jhortenny 
onutshpecd 

allows tor ransport of oxygen 

squamous epithelium 

sperih 

Smooth muscle 

b. 

red blood cells 

D. 
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6. What is the significance of the red blood cell being anucleate (without a nucleus)? Wthout O nucew 
Hhe cell Cannotanu tacfure neu prolens 

Ye usm. whea Beore ik releose n hebloodrpana 
so, Did it ever have a nucleus? (Use an appropriate reference.) 

7. Of the four cells observed microscopically (squamous cpithelial cells, red blood cells, smooth muscle cells, and spcrm). 

n_Which is longest" SImooth_muscle Cells which has the smallest diameter?. 

Cell Division: Mitosis and Cytokinesis 
8. Identify the threc phases of mitosis in thc following photomicrographs. 

Metaphase Unaphas ophay ). 

Body grewth and rpar of damapd
7U 

9. What is the importance of mitotic cell division? 

10. Draw the phases of mitosis for a cell that contains four chromosomes as its diploid or 2n number. 
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11. Complete or respond to the following statements: 

1. UCleus 

Cyteplosm 
colled /cordensed 

Division of the is referred to as mitosis. Cytokinesis is division of the 
2 The major structural difference between chromatin and chromosomes 

2. is that the latter are _3.Chromnosomes attach to the spindle fibers by undi- 

VIded structures called 4. If a cell undergoes mitosis but not cytokinesis, 
the product is 5. The struclure that acts as a scalfolding for chromosomal . 
attachment and movement is called the 6 7 is the period of cell life 
when the cell is not involved in division. Two cell populations in the body 4entomeses that do not routinely undergo cell division are 8 and 9 

s. Q binucleale cell 
SpIndle 
nderphae 

euros 
Skeletal andcardae muscle cef 

6. 

7. 

8. 

12. Using the key, categorize each of the events described below according to the phase in which it occurs. 

Key: a. anaphase b. interphase C. metaphase d. prophase e. telophase 

d 1. Chromatin coils and condenses, forming chromosomes. 

2. The chromosomes are V shaped. 

3. The nuclear envelope re-forms. 

4. Chromosomes stop moving toward the poles. 

C 5. Chromosomes line up in the center of the cell. 

6. The nuclear envelope fragments. 

7. The mitotic spindle forms. 

b 8. DNA synthesis occurs. 

9. Centrioles replicale. 

10. Chromosomes first appear to be duplex structures. 

11. Chromosomal centromeres are attached to the kinetochore fibers. 

12. Cleavage furrow forms. 

and. 
13. The nuclcar cnvclopc(s) is abscnt. 

13. What is the physical advantage of the chromatin coiling and condensing to form short chromosomes at the onset of mitosis? 

Shorter Compact bodes _re mechamcally e2Ser to 

manpulate uring mtoss thin_ are oni Chrarmatn 

Hhredds 
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